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Introduction
• The concept of the self-seeded trigger is based on the design
of “coupled layers” for the ATLAS phase II strip tracker.
(Carl Haber’s talk at WIT 2010)
• The fast cluster finder (FCF) is implemented in the ABC 130
chip, which is used for the strip tracker upgrade. (Mitch
Newcomer’s talk at WIT 2012)
• A sensor doublet that integrates the ABC 130 chips with FCF
and couples to a FPGA-based correlator is being developed as
a demonstrator for the self-seeded trigger.
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The self-seeded trigger: a refresher
“coupled layers”

Cluster coincidence
~5 mm

• Axial strip sensors are mounted to both sides of a stave core.
• A charged particle crossing these coupled layers would leave
one “cluster” at each layer. The coincidence of clusters
indicates the presence of a track. The offset in the cluster
positions is related to the pT of the track.
• No input from muon or calorimeter is needed.
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The self-seeded trigger: a refresher (cont’d)

Correlator

Fast Cluster
Finder

• To make a Level-1 trigger decision, the cluster finding
and correlation need to be done within a short time.
• Strip data (hit-pattern and BC count) are saved in a L0
buffer, which has a latency time of ~ 6 μs.
• This requires the implementation of
• A dedicated fast cluster finding algorithm in the
chip, which can run in parallel with the regular
data processing.
• Dedicated high speed serialized outputs from the
chip. (See Mitch Newcomer’s talk at WIT 2012 for details.)
• An external chip that correlates clusters, selects
high pT coincidences and sends a trigger decision.
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The Fast Cluster Finder
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The Fast Cluster Finder: Cluster finding algorithm
See Mitch Newcomer’s talk at WIT 2012 for details.

• There are two FCFs per chip. Each chip reads out two banks of
128 strips. Each bank has one FCF.
• The size of the cluster is limited to 2 strips or less, to reject
low pT tracks.
• The cluster finding starts from both ends of a block of 128
strips towards the center of the block. Once two clusters are
found, the finding is terminated.
• The cluster finding algorithm takes ~ 6 ns.
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The Fast Cluster Finder: Timing chart
See Mitch Newcomer’s talk at WIT 2012 for details.

The delay with respect to BC is fixed.
Delayed by 2 BC if the FCF clock is running at 640 MHz.
Delayed by 3 BC if the FCF clock is running at 320 MHz.
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Test the FCF with the ABC 130 chip
As a step towards building a self-seeded trigger demonstrator, we
have tested the FCF function of the ABC 130 chip.

Interface
LVDS sLVDS
conversion

hybrid
Support PCB

• ABC 130 chips are seated on a hybrid board, which transmits data
and power between chips and module electronics.
• The hybrid loaded with 10 ABC 130 chips is mounted to a
Support PCB. Charge injections will be used to test the FCF
functions.
• A pair of hybrid+support PCB are prepared, which allows us to
convert this setup to a doublet demonstrator when sensors are
8
mounted.

A close up look at the hybrid
• Dedicated FCF output lines. Two pairs of
differential lines for each chip.

Regular
data
9
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The Fast Cluster Finder

FCF data

320MHz FCLK
1 Cluster
Data

2 Cluster
Data
20MHz BCO

Line delay

• Inject charges at each channel. Use a “mask register” to allow data
from specific channels to be read.
• Check if the FCF would be able to read out these data.

The Fast Cluster Finder
S curves for 1-9 fC injections

Response curves
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The FCF in ABC 130 is proven functioning well!
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The Correlator
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The correlator
The correlator is supposed to find the coincidence of clusters. The
coincidence of clusters is defined by the offset in cluster position,
which depends on the pT of the charged particle.
Half Pitch Units (37.5
um)

Half Pitch vs Momentum
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The correlator logic is currently implemented on a FPGA, and
eventually will be implemented in a chip as part of module
electronics.
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Interesting and complicated topologies
Cross row/sensor cluster
coincidence

Offset variation within a sensor
IP

Row 0, top

Row 1,
bottom
Tilt angle ~ 10 degrees

100 mm
The correlator should be able find cluster coincidences with all kinds
of topologies, e.g., cross chip, cross-row, cross-sensor and with
position/charge dependent offsets, etc..

Multi-stage correlator
Correlation within the
same row

Cross-row
correlation

To higher level
correlator

Implementation of this multi-stage correlator is documented in
Lorenzo Pirrami’s thesis “Fast triggering sensor module for Large
Hadron Collider”, to fulfill the Master degree requirements of the
University of Applied Sciences Fribourg.

Example 1:
Correlation found in chips at the same position.

Example 2
Correlation found in chips at adjacent positions.

Example 3
Cross row correlation

Example 3
Cross row correlation: simulation output.

The doublet demonstrator
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The doublet demonstrator
We are building a doublet demonstrator
to prove the concept of the self-seeded
trigger, with test beam or cosmic rays.
This demonstrator consists of a pair
of boards where the sensor, hybrid
and support PCB are integrated, and
supporting structures that holds the
pair of boards back to back.

Axial direction

The doublet demonstrator

FCF data

Axial direction

The doublet demonstrator

The top layer of the double can slide so that the offset can be
artificially tuned.
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Axial direction

SLAC test beam
We are preparing to get the doublet demonstrator complete in
the next weeks so that we can bring it to SLAC for a test beam
run. The electron energy from the test beam can be controlled
between a few GeV and 15 GeV. The beam rate is 10 Hz. The
intensity can be tuned from 1 hit / event to 1000 hits / event.
An EUDET telescope is currently available
at SLAC. It includes pixel modules and
scintillators.
• The scintillators will send trigger
signal to the demonstrator.
• The pixel modules provide
independent measurements that help
understand the resolution of the
doublet measurements.
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Conclusion
• A dedicated test system has been built to test the Fast
Cluster Finder in the ABC 130 chip for the phase II ATLAS
silicon tracker upgrade. The FCF is found to be functioning
well.
• The correlation logic that is required to find the cluster
coincidence and make the trigger decision has been
developed and demonstrated with simulation. A FPGA
based correlator will be implemented based on this
correlation logic.
• Based on the developments of the FCF tester and the
correlator, a doublet demonstrator is being built to prove
the concept of the self-seeded trigger with test beam.
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Back up
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Correlator simulation
The correlator logic is implemented and simulated in Modelsim
10.2c. The same VHDL code would be used to program the
FPGA based correlator.
This simulated correlator finds the coincidence and returns the
address, size, offset of the clusters.

FCF data

Correlator output

Correlator output(# bits): chip ID(4), offset(3), address of the bottom
cluster(7),cluster size(2), row(2)

